2016 DISTINCTIONS AND IMPORTANT CITATIONS TO NET MEDIA LAB – IIT & PMS TEAM (BY GOVERNMENTAL BODIES AND OTHER SCIENTIFIC AND EDUCATIONAL POLICY MAKING ENTITIES)

1) A NET MEDIA LAB’s study - article has been included in a Governmental report for E GOVERNMENT’s national policy in UKRAINE. The article


has been included in


2) A NET MEDIA LAB’s study - article has been included in a report on Virtual Learning Environments VLEs & DYSLEXIA for National Policy in UK. The article


has been included in

Adjusting existing Virtual Learning Environments VLEs to support students with dyslexia in UK. Beth Sennett Beth Sennett Journal of Neurodiversity in Higher Education Issue 2: June 2016 (UK STUDY) 2016

3) A NET MEDIA LAB’s study - article has been included in a report on DYSLEXICS CHILDREN for National Policy in Malaysia. The articles


has been included in

Culturally responsive multimedia tool framework for dyslexic children in Malaysia Balamuralithara Balakrishnan, et all. GEOGRAFIA OnlineTM Malaysian Journal of Society and Space 12 issue 3 (102 - 110)